
Assuring QoE for Millions  
of  homes 

A solution to help every ISP improve their 
customer happiness index.
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Aprecomm introduces WiFi networks with an AI-enabled 
Software Stack to answer the pertinent questions of WiFi 

performance. 


Our cloud-based solutions leverage your existing wireless 
infrastructure and artificial intelligence to give context, 

meaning, and value to not just your home WiFi, but also 
your enterprise setup.


Pioneers in WiFi technology, Aprecomm was founded in 
2016 by a team of passionate technology experts in the 

fields of data science, machine learning, and WiFi 
technology.
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What if devices Can Evolve ?

Continuously Monitor 

Learn Environmental 
Changes

Adapt

Detect Errors

Resolve & 
Send Feedbacks

A “Self Organising system” that evolves day by day



What is Required to Make device to evolve ?

1
Algorithm that can detect the Required data and ignore 
repeated information. Mine the gold (Data)

Right Data 

2 Record occurrence of various anomalies and events 
to scope and correlate

Occurrences / Events

3
Understand usage demands and patterns 

Patterns

4
Evidential A.I - Capture the data before and post the 
decision to analyse the outcome and feedback the 
correction tot the models 

Leverage & Feedback
Analyze

Adapt

Evolv



What kind of Data needs to be collected 5

WiFi statistics

Events

Patterns 

Multi Level Data 
Collection 

Client Stats, 
Client Types
Channel Health
Network 
Parameters 

Configuration Changes 
Onboarding events 
Radio events

Each of these event can 
be used to either make 
a corrective action or 
tune the device 
performance
 

Demand patters
Client Behaviours 
Channel  Behaviours

Uses the output of 
various layers and 
forecasts Future 
actions

Data collected needs to be 
curated and processed 
each level Client, AP, Site  
and across Geographies.

Configuration and 
management cannot be 
same across various 
deployment taking into 
account of various 
deployment scenarios 
and dynamics is a 
bigger requirement for 
precise inference.. 
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How much data needs to be collected  
for a Device to Evolve ?

➢  Client movement require data analysis per 
second 

➢  Client connection failure we need to analyse 
every packet in transaction EAPOL and DHCP.

➢  Application anomalies required information packet 
loss , latencies between IPS which mean every 
packet transaction needs to monitored 

➢Environmental and radio behaviour analysis 
requires frequent probes and data needs to be 
collected.

4561

4631 Bytes Per Second / Client 

2762  Bytes Per Second / AP

For 1 APs having 7 clients on 
average the data we need to 
collect per second is 34 KB / 
Sec or 272 Kbits / Sec

The amount of data pumped 
per second for 1 Million APs 
is 32 GB per second. In a 
day we are taking about 
processing 2700 TB of data.



The challenge 

Feasible target

➢  2500 times reduction in data size needs to be done
➢  Critical Data Cannot be missed 
➢  Automated Decisions should be faster 
➢  Scoping should be done from client level to site level
➢  We need information that can replace sniffer. The biggest challenge in 

field issue is it sometime requires  to have protocol level insights , mainly 
to debug issue in wifi6 real world sniffer not quite a feasibility. 

➢Finally a feedback data. We need all kind of data patterns like usage, 
client movement, algorithm action and outcome to get create a feedback 
loop. 



Reducing Data through Distributed  Intelligence

➢Decentralized Algorithm
➢  Do not collect data which is already 

distributed, curate them and provide only 
insights using ML algorithms 

➢Distributed Learning using Cooperative 
Methods.

➢Distributed Analytics tapping unused 
Processing power
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HOW MUCH DATA SAVED USING DISTRIBUTED INTELLIGENCE ? 

1.6 GB STATS 
 / AP / DAY

DECTRALIZED ALGOS 10  MB 

500 MB PATTERNS 
 / AP / DAY

 DISTRUBUTED LEARNING 0.34  MB / AP

1.2 GB ANALYTIC DATA 
 / AP / DAY

 DISTRUBUTED 
 ANALYTICS 35  MB / AP

163 times

1500 times

35 times



Predict Demands / Anomalies 
and take proactive / preventive 
actions 

Actions using Prediction

Learn the expected outcome of 
an action across the 
deployments

Multilevel learning

Compare AI.I maturity across 
deployments and keep 
upgrading to best Performing 
Models

Maturing Algorithms

Adaptive algorithms that can 
learn negative decisions 

Correction using Feedbacks

Changing configuration to 
Environmental needs

Adapting to environment

Identify the Root cause of an 
issue 

Precise Co-Relation

Collective decisions with 
neighbouring APs for smooth 
handoffs

Co-ordinated Actions

Dynamically allocate bandwidth 
based on the type of traffic and 
usage history of a client

Dynamic Priority 

 Act on Behavior
Learn patterns of client 
behaviour across deployment 
and take action 

Assuring QoE Using Distributed intelligence 
Cloud Intelligence Cloud  + Edge Edge Intelligence



DISTRIBUTED 
STACK



20+ Million3+ Million
CPEs

Aprecomm Serves 

15
OEMs

WiFi Devices

35
ISP

10
Geographies

Deployments



FTTH  

ONU

Public  
WiFi

Enterprise  
WiFi

VERTICALS 

VERITCALS

WiFi  
APs/ SMB 



THE IMPACT

Ten million lives touched in remote locations 
Two million users consuming internet for education 
500K users connected for healthcare and critical services 



87%
Issue Resolution Rate

50% 
Support handling Time

70%
Visibility

Impact

Value seen by Customer Support Agents (CSA):

•Anydesk remote debugging which was dominant earlier is not required now
•Historical data of Hi-Sense gives insights into past customer network behavior (most liked feature by CSA head)
•50% of the data can now be fetched from VWE directly, which was otherwise solicited from customer
•CSA is now more confident while handling customer issues with the data-driven and network visibility approach

Value seen by End customers:

•Sensitive network configuration like Wi-Fi passphrases can now be easily changed by CSA at customer’s 
request. This gives customers a very secure feeling about their Wi-Fi network. 
•Most customers are anxious about neighbors’ unauthorized use of their network. If the neighbor devices are 
connected to customer router, they can now be easily tracked with VWE. This gives lot of assurance to the 
customers about the safety of their Wi-Fi network. 

THE BENEFIT



THE ADVANTAGE

PERCENTAGE SAVINGS
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OEM PARTNERS

PM-WANI 

SERVICE PROVIDERS

WHOM WE WORK WITH



GET IN TOUCH
ADDRESS

#45/A, Green Arch Second Floor, 1st Main, 
3rd Phase, JP Nagar, Bangalore, 560078 

EMAIL ID
info@aprecomm.ai

CONTACT NUMBER

+91 - (080) 4229 6500

ALL DAY. ALL NIGHT.
24/7 WiFi monitoring ensuring we are 

always keeping watch.

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.


